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Anywhere I go, I look for technically oriented museums.
I just love museums. Actually I love all museums in
touch with man-made things. Specially when engines
are involved.

ONTARIO GUZZI RIDERS
www.ontarioguzziriders.com
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/
groups/ontarioguzzi/info

Doesn’t matter if we are talking locomotives, planes,
boats or automotives of all kinds. There is a “je ne sais
quoi” that drags me to this places.
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Our knowledge combined with modern technology can create fantastic
results, but 100 years ago it was another story. They were craftsmen,
artisans, they were born with fire and passion, they had in them that vision
which no longer exists in the youth of today. Most of them are blasé and
they do not care much about creativity. They just follow a trend. Social
networking is more important than real life friends... So too bad...
This is why museums needs our support, they are the guardians of the
knowledge, the keepers of the “savoir faire”. It is important that we keep
them alive. They must not disappear. Contribute, become a volunteer or be
part of petitions for funding. Any little bit will help. But the most
important thing is to go back to these museums. Curators will rotate
collections allowing you to discover things you did not see during a previous
visit.
In the following pages you will discovers museums you probably never
heard about. They all have a different approach on motorcycling. From the
family owned museums to the most sophisticated displays offered by well
organized corporations, all of them will show you the passion of their
collectors. With them you will go back in time and you will discover the
giant leaps in motorcycle technology. And after visiting one, you will try to
see the others because they all have a story to tell...
During your next vacations, try to incorporate a motorcycle museum in
your itinerary, you won’t be disappointed. Thru your contacts or by doing a
search on the Internet prior to your next vacation trip, try to find out if
there is any you could detour yourself to. Not only you will have a great
time there but you might also learn one thing or two.
We are used to read about our western museums but for once I was able to
get some info on a Russian museum and guess what... Their passion is the
same and they go out of their way to make you feel like home...
If you know about motorcycle displays, let me know so I can update the
second part of this Special Edition coming in October...
Till next time... Ed.
Pat Castel is known for his involvement with the MOA organization as well as his Editor
position in many past and present club newsletters. He began riding five decades ago and spent
his youth surrounded by BMW, Moto Guzzi, BSA, Motobecane and Peugeot motorbikes and
remains as much in love with motorcycles as when he first got his first 49cc Mobylette.
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Memorable Motorcycles Barber Museum
by Frank Melling

The Barber Museum’s namesake is George Barber, a wealthy man who knows how to spread his wealth and
enjoyment of motorcycles with the public.

Our Memorable Motorcycles expert, Frank Melling also is
the organizer of the British vintage motorcycle extravaganza
known as Thundersprint. Melling began riding five decades
ago and remains as much in love with motorcycles as when he
drove his first bike into a cow shed wall aged ten. In the last 50
years, Melling has competed in every form of motorcycle
sport and now declares himself to be too old to grow up and
be sensible.

operation but the grace and elegance with which it
has been carried out. The circuit is set in over 700
acres of immaculate park- land, the toilets are
pristine, and the bikes are displayed in huge areas, so
that the viewer can stand back and consider them
from every angle. It is the confidence to drive for
perfec- tion, merely than accepting sufficiency,
which makes the Barber Museum unique.

It is the sheer intellectual boldness of the Barber
Museum which is awesome. There are many good
motorcycle museums in the world, but none with a
mile and a half of dual carriageway for an access
road.

The Barber Museum is the brainchild and vision of
George Barber, a hugely wealthy Alabama
businessman whose family made their first fortune
in milk products and their second in real estate
development.

Lots of museums have test areas, but only Barber has
the use of a 2.3-mile long Grand Prix quality
racetrack literally next to the displays. And while
there are exotic motorcycles on display in many
centers, nothing but nothing gets near the five floors
of breathtaking bikes at Barber.

Vastly wealthy people are often hard work, and I feel
sure that George is a tough business negotiator, but
he is also deeply charming, relaxed and worshipped
by his staff and customers. It’s a strange experience
to talk to someone who could probably buy many
small countries outright, and be constantly
interrupted by ordinary bike fans who simply want
to come and thank the man for building the

Everything about the Barber Museum is on a scale
which is astonishing. It is not only the size of the
Moto Guzzi News Express
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museum. George loves the museum, the bikes and
his customers; and they certainly think the world of
him.
Despite being a cutting edge business tycoon, Barber
has a touchingly Victorian attitude to- wards the
museum. “I raced Porsches as a young man but always
had a passion for bikes so I started a little museum in
Birmingham. The museum grew and grew and we began
to open for short periods to let other enthusiasts see the
bikes. Then the staff were always telling me we needed a
test track – all our bikes run – so I got to thinking that
maybe we should build a small test area too.”
“I bought over 700 acres of poor quality land which had
been badly stripped of its timber and was rough as hell.
Then we got to thinking that perhaps we could have quite
a nice test track and a museum as well. My aim was to
make a gift to the city of Birmingham, and the state of
Alabama, which has given me so much over the years. Not
just a good museum and facility, but something really
special.”
“Fortunately, I was in a position to be able to fund
everything without going to banks or committees so we
were able to spend $60 million immediately and without
any support. Half of the $60 million came by way of tax
relief and the rest from me.”
The result is truly one of the great museums of the
world, with almost 900 bikes, and a few cars, lavishly
displayed over 80,000 square feet. At this point in
the story, it’s normal to highlight a prize exhibit, but
this is simply not possible with Barber.
Stunning road bikes from every corner of the world
are available for close-up examination. The primitive
American motorcycles are fascinating, the display of
1920s board racers breathtaking, while for anyone
interested in racing, the quality and range of the
exhibits is a dream.
Every conceivable form of GP bike from tiny 50s to
Daytona winners are everywhere. Still, even in this
galaxy of biking glory, the gem for me has to be the
utterly exquisite DOHC FB Mondial – left just as it
finished its last race and, as George says, too nice to
restore.
“More than anything I wanted to do something positive
with my wealth – not just lay in the sun in the Caribbean
drinking cocktails. I am still amazed that there are so
many snobby-assed bastards who just sit on their money
and do nothing for their community. They don’t know
what they are missing.”
Moto Guzzi News Express
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With so many classics to choose from, it is difficult to pick a favorite bike at the Barber Museum, but for Melling
this Mondial racing machine tickled his fancy.

Bizarrely, it is what is not on display which is as
impressive as what the public can see. A carefully
worded begging letter might just let you see: The
Garage.

Brian Slark, the ex-Norton staff member who acts as
consultant/technical expert/bike purchaser/apostle
and super fixer for the museum explains:
“We just can’t do everything that we want to do
simultaneously, so we have to store ongoing projects here.
Every day I get offered bikes for the museum and most of
them are not suitable for us. Equally, there are some
which we simply cannot refuse and these go into the
garage.”

The garage bears as much resemblance to what you
or I know as a garage as Valentino Rossi does to the
guy who can pull a two-inch high wheelie for six feet.
Barber’s garage is of truly galactic proportions.
I can’t estimate how big it is except to say that a large
commercial jet could be parked in it easily (and leave
plenty of room for a nice mini-moto track round the
edges).

“We are also constantly being offered bikes for free because
their owners recognize that this is the finest space
anywhere in the world for their pride and joy to be
displayed. These bikes too have to wait their turn to be
shown. The garage also gives us the chance to build
themes. We are working on a major dirt bike display at
the moment and it is taking time to get all the potential
exhibits together.”

It’s not only the immense size of the area but the fact
the bikes are stacked vertically, as well as
horizontally, each with its own ID tag. Take 30 feet
square – up, down or sideways – and any
red-blooded biker would have a collection which
would make him a superstar.
The difference is that here there are many, many,
many 30-foot areas.
Moto Guzzi News Express
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The Barber Museum
By Vicki Smith

This Indian single resides in the workshop of the
gargantuan Barber Museum (Credit: Vicki Smith)

Two hours west of the Atlanta airport is a five story,
state of the art monument of glass, steel and concrete
generally considered to be the finest motorcycle
museum in the world.
Designed by its founder, George Barber, to draw
visitors from all over the globe to his home town of
Birmingham, Alabama, those that make the trip to the
Barber Vintage Motorsports Museum can immediately
see they are witnessing a truly remarkable achievement.
This is a place like no other.
His goal was to have the best and largest motorcycle
collection in the world but George Barber didn’t stop
there – the 144,000 square foot museum fronts a
manicured 830 acre complex that houses a world
renowned racetrack, a Porsche Driving Experience
School and a smaller test track used for corporate
events.
His dream did not include traditional grandstand
seating and advertisers were not invited to pollute the
view; here there are only trees, grass and flowers.
The track was built in a natural amphitheater, allowing
great views from the grass berms. And it's all operating
as part of the Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary
Program.
Finally, art is scattered all throughout the park, from
the stunning to the whimsical, reflecting the taste and
personality of George Barber.
The exhibits include a rotating selection of close to
1500 motorcycles as well as the largest collection of
Lotus cars in the world, with close to 60 on show. There
Moto Guzzi News Express
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is also a “Motorcycle Tree” that grows thru the floors, a
mock up of the original Harley Davidson workshop, an
authentic board track and what might be the largest
collection of Daytona race bikes ever assembled, on a
banked road course built into the floor.

In order to really grasp the scale of the place, it might
best be told by the details of running it day to day. It
takes a hospital quality filtration system to keep the
dust from a concrete structure this size at bay. And just
keeping the light bulbs in order is daunting. Museum
staff was changing 35 burnt out bulbs a day so they
changed the light bulbs to LED's at a cost of roughly
$109,000, an expense expected to return itself in power
bills and air conditioning savings (the conventional
bulbs are hotter) in just 15 months.

It's hard to say what the most popular bike in the
museum might be (and asking George Barber won’t
help, he isn't playing favorites) but the Britten, a race
bike from New Zealand hand-built by John Britten
seems to appeal to many. As does the Ducati that Mike
Hailwood rode on the Isle of Man. If there is a theme it
might be including the personalities of the people that
rode them, or built them, which include many of the
most famous names in motor sport such as World
Champions like John Surtees and Hailwood.

The Guinness World Records has crowned it the largest
motorcycle museum in the world but it was not big
enough, so last year they went for a 100,000 square-foot
expansion.
Improvements pop up here at a steady pace, visitors
that were here as recently as last October will find a new
bridge over the racetrack (with a glass viewing window
to watch the cars and bikes pass by at speed) that wasn't
there then.

The collection honors the brilliant, the unusual, the
beautiful and the fast – from scooters to choppers to
solar powered it's easy to spend the day here moving
from floor to floor, bike to bike.

The Barber Vintage Motorsports Museum
is open 359 days a year.

The basement area contains an impressive track-side
restoration shop and a full time staff capable of any sort
of repair. With so many rare, old and unique
motorcycles it's not unusual to find parts don't exist
and must be created in order to ride or restore the
machine. Most of them run, and keeping them that way
is both a daunting task as well as a matter of great pride.
Moto Guzzi News Express

BARBER VINTAGE MOTORSPORTS MUSEUM
6030 Barber Motorsports Parkway
Birmingham, AL 35094
(205) 699-7275
bvmm@barbermuseum.org
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National Motorcycle Museum
in Anamosa, Iowa

The long history of choppers is a uniquely
American story, akin to Rock ‘n Roll in its
cultural impact and global influence. The
National Motorcycle Museum opened in June
2015 the first-ever exhibit comprehensively
documenting the evolution of the American
Custom Motorcycle; the Cut-Downs,
Bob-Jobs, show bikes and choppers, from the
late 1920s to the mid-‘70s. The exhibit
includes only period built bikes, plus related
artwork, memorabilia, film posters and photos,
plus contemporary artwork commissioned for
the show.
The National Motorcycle Museum looked for
original or restored 1920s-70s custom
motorcycles or related memorabilia to
assemble this exhibit, so it’s the real thing. And
the exhibit really gets across most of the
interesting story.
We learn that Americans started ‘chopping’
bikes long before ‘Easy Rider.’ It all began in
the late 1920s with the ‘Cut-Down’, based on
the Harley JD or JDH, with shortened and
lowered frames. Cut-Downs were hot,
high-performance bikes that are very rare
today, few surviving. Next came the ‘Bob-Job’,
stripped-down Harleys and Indians and even
British imports from the 1930s, built to look
like the new Class C dirttrack racers. From the
late 1940s, a few riders began decorating their
Bob-Jobs, using chrome and wild paint,
adding ape hangers, upswept exhausts, and
small sissy bars, which by the 1950s became
the ‘show bikes’ we began to see at combined
car/motorcycle Hot Rod shows.
Drag racing motorcycles also influenced street
customs using drag bars and raked forks. By
the late ‘50s what we’d recognize as Choppers
Moto Guzzi News Express
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their beautiful red bicycle, a Dispatch Tow and
an Indian 741 military bike speak to Indian's
superb and broad marketing efforts. Perhaps
the stars of the show are the great Indian Fours
and the interesting one-off prototype Torque
Four, currently on loan from the Antique
Motorcycle Foundation. And large illustrated
graphic panels explain the history of company
leadership, racing records set and the variety
of Indians designed and built in the company's
original 52 year history.

emerged, and in the early to mid-‘60s raked
steering heads, extended springer forks, wild
pipes, sissy bars, sculpted tanks, and moulded
frames were ridden by the hippest
motorcyclists in America.
The exhibit uses the motorcycles, of course,
but also magazine stories and covers and
period photos and film clips to tell the story.
Writings by noted author and journalist Paul
d’Orleans, who served as the curator of the
exhibit, help explain the various time periods
of activity and brings focus to major trend
setters, America’s best customizers.

The National Motorcycle Museum is also filled
with a variety of memorabilia and keepsakes,
items motorcycling families have kept that
hold memories, speak to our personal
histories. Most families pass them on,
generation to generation. They reflect
motorcycling experiences, bikes we've had,
places we've visited, the friends we have
ridden with. Those photos, helmets, event
pins, shot glasses, jackets, club
shirts, race posters and more remind us of our
motorcycling past, and sometimes families
decide it's time for them to go on display in a
museum.

But this is just one special exhibit section in
the Museum. The Indian Story, an exhibit
about the other great American marque,
o p e n e d s u m m e r 2 0 1 4 . F ro m a 1 9 0 5
"Camelback" to the 1995 prototype of the
ill-fated Century Chief, there's a great
motorcycle manufacturer story, and it's told in
this exhibit. Board track racers are set on the
board track replica the Museum constructed of
rough cut lumber speaking to Indian's prowess
in racing for decades. Indian's boat motor,

Moto Guzzi News Express
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and rare pedal cars. A fully restored 1920‘s
Shell service station sets the backdrop for a
large petroliana collection.
While American machines may be best
represented from about 1900, there are
motorcycles from every corner of the world,
and brands even the most experienced rider
may never even have heard of.

So when you visit the National Motorcycle
Museum in Anamosa, Iowa, on the walls
behind the bikes, in display cabinets and on
mannequins, even running on video monitors,
are the motorcycling histories of countless
American riders.
Truly this Museum is an open vault of objects,
each with a story, small or large, behind it. The
depth of the collection of bikes at the National
Motorcycle Museum, now numbering about
420, is impressive. Merkel, Indian, Curtiss,
Brough, Vincent, Pope, Reading Standard,
Moto-Guzzi, Douglas, Sunbeam, Ducati,
Suzuki, BMW and Norton are all there.

The National Motorcycle Museum is open
every day, year around, except for the four
major holidays.
The National Motorcycle Museum
102 Chamber Drive, Anamosa, IA
(319) 462-3925
www.nationalmcmuseum.org
museum@nationalmcmuseum.org

You can also enjoy a collection of over 50
bicycles and 400 motorcycle toys, even fine

Moto Guzzi News Express
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Motorworld by V. Sheyanov
Samara, Russia

The German built Mars A20, which began production in 1920. Only 1000 units were produced over a 12 year run
This museum from Samara (Russia) is the world’s most
significant collection of special military motorcycles,
heavy motorcycles with engines over 800 cc,
sidecar-driven motorcycles, 4-cylinders, and tricycles,
with a total of 98 motorcycles from 14 countries.

Republic, the Harley Davidson FL with its legendary
“Knucklehead” engine, the Italian “Mechanical Mule”,
the luxury Brough Superior, the bike with no frame,
and a lot more interesting machines are shown in
Samara.

There is no other place in the
world where is possible to
see them at the same time Moto Guzzi GTV 500
together..

Visitors have the unique
opportunity to see the
rarest and most
expensive motorcycles
of the last century, and
each of them deserves
particular attention.

Visitors are able to see the
best and most valuable
motorcycles built at the
Golden Age of the
motorcycle industry, the
peak of which occurred in
the 1930’s and 1940’s. The
R32 BMW motorcycle, the
longest serial two-wheeled
vehicle made in the Czech
Moto Guzzi News Express

267 manufacturers from
14 countries created
1 8 0 9 m o d e l s . Th e
engine capacity of one
of the most powerful
machines was 1500 cc,
the maximum speed of
12
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Find more at:
info@motos-of-war.ru
www.motos-of-war.ru/en

Moto Guzzi 600U
the fastest motorcycle reached 279 km/h.

acceptance, serial production and war. In the
direction of the “Elite of Military Motorcycle
Industry” Motorworld assembled the most complete
collection in the world.

Motorworld gives an exhaustive and objective idea of
the Golden Age of motorcycle industry.
To achieve this goal, they collect motorbikes from
around the world and restore to “like new” condition
machines in the following three areas:

2. The elite of civil motorcycles
Each of the selected iconic motorcycles was a
breakthrough engineering thought of the mankind
on the way to perfection of the Golden Age of
motorcycle industry.

1. The elite of military motorcycles
Specially developed serial military motorcycles with
an engine capacity of over 800 cc, motorcycles with a
drive on the wheel of a sidecar and four-cylinder
motorcycles. The most powerful, passable and reliable
motorcycles.

3. Tricycles

The right to be considered an elite of military
motorcycle industry is proved by the government

These are three-wheeled and caterpillar fighting
vehicle. Italian engineers have made a special
perfection. “Motorworld” has the most representative
collection of tricycles in the world.

Japanese Kurogane type 97 motorcycle

Moto Guzzi Trialce

Moto Guzzi News Express
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BILLY JOEL LOVES MOTO GUZZI:
Heaven for him is
“20TH CENTURY CYCLES”

William Martin Joel, known to the
whole planet as Billy Joel, born in
Hicksville (Bronx, New York) in
1949, raised in Long Island, is one
hundred per cent American. A
famous pianist, composer and
singer, winner of the Grammy
Legend Award, he is the prolific
author of unforgettable tracks that
have gone down in music history.
Billy has a passionate relationship
with Italy, fed by items and
memorabilia purchased in the
Belpaese that bring smiles to the
faces of his friends (many of whom
are Italian) when they visit him at
his home in Long Island. In his
garden, he has a life-size replica of
the fountain and stairway at Villa
D'Este in Como; his kitchen
features a coffee machine for a
perfect Italian espresso, as well as a
17th-century painting depicting
the Last Supper, which he bought
Moto Guzzi News Express

in Italy during one of his frequent
trips here.
The musician is also a passionate
biker: his huge collection of more
than seventy two-wheelers from a
variety of constructors (including
several rare pieces) includes a
number of Moto Guzzi bikes (a V7
and a California Vintage),
incomparable symbols of Made in
Italy. He enjoys spending time with
motorcycles and riders; the trade
magazines value his expertise,
because he is a genuine biker, and
travels extensively on two wheels.
He has a predilection for Moto
Guzzi, and often wears a baseball
cap with the eagle logo of Mandello
del Lario, the homeland of all Moto
Guzzi bikes.
And every so often he turns up in
Mandello, in incognito, where a
visit to the Agostini dealer is
obligatory for a check-up on one of
14

his Moto Guzzi bikes; the story
goes that a couple of years ago, he
was at the mega “Moto Guzzi Open
House” rally in September, again in
incognito. Billy Joel shares his
passion for motorcycles, and for
Moto Guzzi in particular, with
other celebrities, from Ewan
McGregor to Antonio Banderas.
For a number of years, Billy Joel has
been creating his very own
two-wheeler “heaven”: this is “20th
Century Cycles”, at 101 Audrey
Ave, Oyster Bay (Long Island, New
York), a meeting point for bikers,
with a display of his huge collection
of bikes, a workshop for the
restoration and creative personalization of his classic motorcycles,
many of which are Moto Guzzi
models.
The vintage beauties in the
collection can also be admired in
the photo gallery on the website,
Special Edition N°20

Billy Joel’s extraordinary
motorbike collection

catalogued as: Bobbers; Cafe
Racers; Cruiser; Side Cars; Stock.
The website reads: “20th Century
Cycles is the culmination of Billy
Joel’s love of motorcycles and his
passion for motorcycle design.
Since, in his opinion, he believes
that vintage motorcycles look
better and since he is also aware
that modern motorcycles tend to
work better, all of the bikes in the
collection have been transformed in
one way or another into ridable,
practical machines with a nod
toward the past. The shop, as it
stands today, was born out of
necessity: the need for space. As the
collection grew, it became apparent
that in order to properly build,
store and service the 75+ bikes in
the collection, a large, more
accommodating facility was
needed. The perfect shop was found
where we could do all of the things
Moto Guzzi News Express

mentioned plus share the collection
with the public. 20th Century
Cycles does not sell or maintain
bikes outside of the collection. Nor
do we sell parts or accessories. We
are here to simply maintain and

augment the collection and share
with the motorcycling community.”
INFO:
www.20thcenturycycles.com/whatis-20th-century-cycles.html

A Moto Guzzi 850 T in the Billy Joel collection.
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The Petersen Automotive Museum

Founded on June 11, 1994 by
magazine publisher Robert E.
Petersen, and his wife Margie, the
Petersen Automotive Museum is
owned and operated by the
Petersen Automotive Museum
Foundation.
In 2015, the museum underwent
an extensive $90 million
renovation. The building’s façade
was redesigned by the architectural
firm Kohn Pedersen Fox, while
designers at The Scenic Route
configured interior spaces to
accommodate changing exhibits
that are intended to encourage
repeated visits.
Th e e x t e r i o r f e a t u r e s a
stainless-steel ribbon assembly,
made of 100 tons of 14-gauge type
304 steel in 308 sections, 25
supports and 140,000 custom stainless steel screws. The remodeled
museum opened to the public on
December 7, 2015.
The Museum’s unforgettable
architecture by world renowned
architect, Welton Becket was
cutting edge when the building was
opened in 1962 as Seibu, a Japanese
department store. The building
Moto Guzzi News Express

stood vacant for approximately 6
years until inspiration struck the
late Robert E. Petersen, who was
looking for a consolidated
headquarters for Petersen
Publishing.
Upon further investigation, he
decided that the near-windowless
structure would not be the best
choice for an office building, but it
would make an excellent museum.
To preserve the Museum’s artifacts
inside, they need to keep away from
the sun’s damaging ultraviolet rays.
The Museum was to be much more
than a large room filled with cars
parked in rows like an indoor
parking lot. From the beginning,
the vehicles chosen for exhibition
had to be displayed in context to
give them real meaning and a better
experience for all who would come
to visit.
The “Streetscape” was full of
architectural elements that were
period correct for the vehicles that
surrounded them, immersing
visitors deep into the stories that
were told.
The second floor featured rotating
exhibit areas and the third floor
16

featured the Discovery Center
which taught art and science
through the automobile to children
of all ages.
The Museum was developed in a
mere three years and opened on
June 11th, 1994.
After a year of work, the Petersen,
dedicated to collecting, preserving,
and showing off historic vehicles,
has reopened with an additional
300,000 square feet, 22 new
galleries, and a crazy façade of
candy red paint wrapped in steel
ribbons.
To fill all that space, the museum
formed partnerships with a host of
brands like Maserati, Ford, and
Lucas Oil, giving it access to
massive chunks of automotive
history.
BMW, for example, will present a
rotating selection of its famed Art
Cars, which have been designed
over the years by figures like Frank
Stella, Roy Lichtenstein, Andy
Warhol, Jeff Koons, and Jenny
Holzer. Maserati will be the subject
of a “Design To Production”
exhibit where patrons can see the
Italian fetish object go from the
Special Edition N°20
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STM: Sammy Miller
Motorcycle Museum
by Frank Melling

Sammy Miller outside his museum

Bultaco and developed the 250cc Sherpa – the
first mass-market, two-stroke trials bike.

There are a number of great motorcycle
museums in the world but my favorite is the
quirky, eclectic collection gathered by one of
the deities in the motorcycling pantheon –
Sammy Miller.

His talents were legendary and so, after ten
happy years with Bultaco, he was signed by
Honda who felt that the world, and particularly
the US motorcycling world, was ready to turn
trials into a mass participation sport. As it
happened, Honda misjudged the potential
popularity of trials riding but Miller developed
the first successful lightweight Hondas and
these went on to dominate the sport.

Sammy comes from a breed of sporting
motorcyclists which simply doesn’t, and
couldn’t, exist today. He was unquestionably
the greatest trials rider of his generation but
was also a world class roadracer and one of
the best enduro riders of his time. In short, he
was best of the best as a rider.

So, we have Sammy as a world class roadracer,
trials and enduro rider and an incredibly gifted
development engineer. What else is left?

If engineering and development skills are
added to his riding ability you have a range of
talents bordering on genius. Having taken the
classic British trials bike to its ultimate
manifestation with his legendary 500cc works
Ariel, GOV 132 (so named after the British
license plate it carried) Sammy then moved to
Moto Guzzi News Express
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generation, Miller was also laser sharp at
business. First, he had a small shop selling
trials bikes and accessories. This blossomed
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One of the great “If Onlys” of motorcycling – the three-cylinder, water-cooled Scott of 1935.
Too advanced for its age.

into the world’s biggest trials mail order It was as a baby journalist that I first met him
and tried the works Honda he was developing
business – remember, this is pre-internet – with
at the time. It was a
Sammy selling a huge
Our
Memorable
Motorcycles
expert,
Frank
daunting experience. I only
range of his own products.
Melling also is the organizer of the British
rode in the occasional club
For example, he made over
vintage motorcycle extravaganza known as
trial, and then not very well,
400 of his own frame kits
Thundersprint. Melling began riding five
and even manufactured a decades ago and remains as much in love and yet here was the great,
complete motorcycle.
with motorcycles as when he drove his first the very great, Sammy
Then Sam blossomed into bike into a cow shed wall aged ten. In the Miller giving me a unique
last 50 years, Melling has competed in every factory Honda to ride. It
property development and
form of motorcycle sport and now declares
applied the same skill, himself to be too old to grow up and be was a bit like being asked
to sing “Help” along with
enthusiasm and dedication sensible.
the Beatles at Shea
to this black art.
Stadium!
The final part of the equation is that Sammy
was, and still is, the consummate PR The experience was fascinating in many ways
because it reflected Sammy’s multifaceted
professional. A long time before public
relations’ skills were ever taught, and rarely character. Within an hour Miller had shown
perfect professionalism, kindness, a lovely
even thought of in the world of motorcycling,
sense of humor, irritability and the impatience
Sammy was brilliant at the job.
Moto Guzzi News Express
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Sammy has a fondness for 1930s American
bikes, like this heavyweight Henderson 4.
Moto Guzzi News Express
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Another great “What If”- the horizontal Type F Norton.

satisfied with his achievement. He might have
been honored by our Queen for his services to
motorcycling, but even this honor was never
sufficient to sate his hunger for more and
better. In the simplest terms, coming second is
not an option.

of a bored child.
Forty years later, having worked with Sammy
on many, many occasions professionally, this is
still Sammy.
So to the museum. Here is a video in which
Sam tells the story in his own words but in
essence this is how the museum began.

This is what makes Miller’s museum so
important and so fascinating. Probably the
best motorcycle museum in the world in terms
of its size and collection is George Barber’s
elegant glass palace at Leeds, Alabama. The
Honda Hall collection is also outstanding as
are the factory displays of BMW and Ducati.

The museum was born when Sam re-acquired
his legendary works Ariel GOV 132. Then
came a few roadrace machines from his days
on the GP circuit and so, inevitably in my eyes
and everyone else who knows Sam, the
museum grew.

However, two things make Sammy’s museum
unique. The first is that even the most exotic
bikes on display can move seamlessly from
static museum exhibits to race ready machines
firing on all cylinders – and do. Sammy, and a
very few invited riders, use the bikes regularly
in high-speed demonstrations all over the

It had to expand because Sammy was the
driving force behind it. The museum is a
metaphor for Sammy and for his complexity
and ambition. It was never going to be
ordinary or straightforward, nor was it going to
reach a state where Sam would sit back
Moto Guzzi News Express
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Sammy’s collection of rare British bikes is breathtaking, like this 1939 HRD Vincent 1000.

Carcano’s Guzzi V8 become the dominant
force in 500cc Grand Prix racing.

world. And to prove it, you can read about my
experience riding the eight-cylinder Moto
Guzzi V8.

It is the constant intellectual challenge which
these projects offer visitors to the museum that
makes it so fascinating.

Secondly, the bikes challenge the viewer and
invite, demand even, thought and speculation.
The collection of more than 400 machines is
jammed with prototypes. Some are clearly
engineering blind alleys which were never
going to work, like the ugly and complex
Belgian FN.

Sammy was originally from Northern Ireland
and moved to Birmingham, England, in 1957
because this was the center of the world’s
motorcycle industry. It was here, working for
Ariel, that he developed GOV 132.

Others did perform well but circumstances
were against them. For example, if the Great
Depression had not come when it did, would
Henderson now be in the position of
Harley-Davidson?

When he joined Bultaco in 1964 the importers
were the Rickman brothers, of Metisse fame,
and they were located in the far south of
England in New Milton. Sammy relocated to
an area of Britain he described, as “two
pullovers warmer than Birmingham” and it was
there that he later established his own
business.

The 1939, three-cylinder, 986cc Scott could
have been a world beater except for the
outbreak of World War II and just one more
year of development could have seen Giulio
Moto Guzzi News Express
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The legendary AJS V4. The first bike to win a GP at over 100 mph.

Everything at Bashley Manor reflects Sam’s
personality. Turn and about, it is completely
laid back and ultra-professional. The museum
has no controlled lines monitored by security
cameras, or bullet proof glass pay booths but
rather open doors with a polite notice asking
visitors to pay before they view the bikes. How
wonderfully quirky and non-21st Century is
this?

The museum grew exponentially and,
eventually, in 1990 Sam moved to Bashley
Manor and the museum continues to expand
almost every day.
The whole site is quintessentially English.
Extremely neat, almost English country garden
pretty with lovely, old brick buildings. Pet
llamas, which are so tame that they insisted on
being in all the pictures when we tried to use
their field for a photo shoot, are both
completely incongruous and yet entirely in
keeping with a museum which is so important
that it can tread its own path without having to
follow what every other display in the world is
doing.

Yet the displays are stunning – the equivalent
of anything, anywhere in the world. Each bike
has a fascinating narrative card describing not
only its age and specification but also the
motorcycle’s place in history. Nothing is fenced
off, or behind protective barriers, and it is a
surreal experience to walk down the tight
aisles of bikes and count off the hundreds of
millions of dollars of value.

There are craft vendors, a tea shop and one
whole section of the museum quadrangle is
devoted to Sammy’s extensive workshop
because the life force of the museum is that all
its bikes should run and are useable.
Moto Guzzi News Express
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For me, it’s also a delight to see fresh race tires
on the GP bikes, scrubbed hard from one of
Sam’s many high-speed demonstrations.
It would be an impossible job to describe the
whole museum in detail so please indulge me
if I give you a few of my very personal
highlights.
First, the four-cylinder Henderson. If there
were any justice in the world, Henderson
would have survived to become the company
to have really challenged the Japanese in the
1960s.
The Henderson was a genuine 100 mph fast
Superbike and was also ultra-reliable. Police
departments throughout the US loved it.
The bike is a lovely piece of engineering and
was selling well when, in fear of the Great
Depression, Henderson’s owner Ignaz Schwinn
ceased production – despite still having a full
order book. A true tragedy.
Another tragedy was the F Type Norton. This
was a complete modernization of Norton’s
ageing, single-cylinder Grand Prix engines and
took the marque forward by leaps. The engine
was unit construction, with the gearbox and
engine in one casting, like a modern motor,
and it was laid horizontal for better handling.
In tests, the new motor immediately made
better power than its ageing predecessor and
would have formed the basis for some
sophisticated road machines. But Norton was
staggering along from one financial disaster to
another and so the F Type never made
production. As I stood beside it, I could almost
taste the champagne from the races it would
have won…
When “On Any Sunday” was launched in 1971
I had a girlfriend who, although pretty and very
lively, didn’t like bikes. Regardless, I took her
to see the film and she loved its universal
appeal but, very soon afterwards, not me!

Moto Guzzi News Express
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boundaries of motorcycle design beyond
anything imagined.

My favorite parts are Mert Lawwill on the mile
but I also loved seeing the great Lawwill
roadracing a Harley XR. Sammy has one and
it’s drop dead gorgeous! Decades after “On
Any Sunday”, I rode an XR at Roebling Road,
and it is every bit as lovely in action as it looks
in the museum. Yes, please wrap this one up
for me to take home.

In the last Grand Prix before war broke out,
Walter Rusk lapped the Ulster GP at over 100
mph – the first machine to break this barrier in
the history of motorcycle racing. Rusk retired
shortly afterwards with a broken front fork –
the AJS chassis was considerably behind its
engine – but Sammy has this actual bike on
show. To his credit, Sam regularly runs this
million dollar motorcycle to the delight of fans
all over the world.

I have never been a Vincent fan but Sammy’s
stunning 1939 HRD-Vincent had me drooling.
A genuine 100 mph performance, monoshock
suspension and superb brakes made it the
definitive pre-war Superbike – but then Hitler
came along and spoiled everything.

It costs £7.50 – around $10 – to visit the
museum and you can stay all day. Parking is
free of charge. Bashley Manor is about an hour
and a half from Heathrow – the main airport for
US visitors to Britain. The museum is open only
at weekends during the winter months but
seven days a week from the 16th February. For
more information go to:

The number of bikes which this terrible war
destroyed confirms my Hippie pacifist beliefs.
Make peace not war.
I have been more than extremely fortunate to
ride some truly exotic bikes but one group
which has slipped past me are the 125cc
four-cylinder Japanese bikes produced just
before the FIM killed the lightweight class in
1969. Sammy has one of these bikes in his
collection in the form of the RS67 four-cylinder
Suzuki. Revving to over 16,000 rpm, the Suz
would have been good for 140 mph and
reportedly handled very well.

www.sammymiller.co.uk

The downside is that these bikes wear out at a
truly terrifying rate, which is a key reason why I
have not persuaded Sam to let me ride this
bike.
Strangely, Sammy’s favorite bike in the
museum is one which I wouldn’t want to load
in my trailer simply because I am too much in
awe of it. The bike in question is the 1939,
supercharged, 500cc, V4 AJS. I have been
privileged to ride a fair number of Sammy’s
bikes but the AJS is the one bike in the
museum which is off limits to every guest rider
– including, sadly, me!
Before the War (that sad expression again) AJS
was one of the world’s leaders in technical
innovation and Matt Wright’s V4 pushed the
Moto Guzzi News Express
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The Motorcyclepedia Museum by Daniel McDermon

FAMILY MATTER Gerald. left, and Ted Doering with a 1947 Indian Chief
sidecar rig at their museum, Motorcyclepedia, in Newburgh, N.Y.

Miami, seeking a job with a motorcycle
dealership that had relocated from Newburgh.
“I got down there without incident,” Mr.
Doering said. But the job didn’t work out, and
he rode the bike back to Newburgh, where he
started an electrical contracting business in the
‘50s. After that, he was loyal to the Indian
brand, buying several more.
Indian, which built its first bike in Springfield,
Mass., in 1901, went out of business in 1953.
The name has been revived several times
since; in April the brand was acquired by
Polaris, the maker of Victory Motorcycles
based in Minnesota.
Mr. Doering just kept adding to his collection.
“I started buying 10 years apart, and then five
years apart, and then filling in,” he said.
He has Indians from every year but the first,
when the company built just three
motorcycles. (The display at Motorcyclepedia
will eventually include a replica of a 1901
model.)
But there’s more for visitors to marvel over:
board-track racers from the 1910s and ’20s,

When it comes to assessing the motivations of
a motorcycle collector, it is never clear exactly
where to draw the line between a hobby and
an obsession.
But it seems quite likely that Gerald A.
Doering has crossed it.
Evidence to support that conclusion is spread
over the 85,000 square feet of
Motorcyclepedia, an expansive museum that
Mr. Doering, 84, opened in 2011 with his son,
Ted, 62. The eclectic collection, assembled
over several decades and comprising more
than 400 motorcycles, occupies two floors of a
former lumber warehouse and showroom in
this careworn Hudson River city 65 miles north
of Manhattan.
Mr. Doering’s interest in two-wheel vehicles
took off with his first motorcycle, a 1929 Indian
Scout that he bought locally in 1947.
“Then it’s got a little history to it,” Mr. Doering
said.
He was so pleased with the bike, and with
motorcycling, that he rode all the way to
Moto Guzzi News Express
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building custom bikes — what would now be
called choppers.
“I tried enduros and some of that racing,” he
said, referring to off-road competitions, “but I
thought building the bikes was more
interesting.”
One of Ted Doering’s creations, a 1927 Indian
with a sidecar-mounted machine gun, is on
display at Motorcyclepedia. It was also seen at
the 1967 National Hot Rod and Custom Car
Show at the New York Coliseum. In an
interview with a newspaper reporter, Ted
Doering offered this rationale for the
customizing craze: “Just to be different.”
There is far more to be appreciated in the
collection. Motorcycle enthusiasts could spend
an entire day before visual overload sets in;
even visitors with just a casual interest will find
plenty to hold their interest for an hour or two.
Among the most fascinating items are
motorcycles from long-forgotten American
makers: a 4-cylinder Pierce from 1910, a
Cleveland motorcycle adapted for military use
and bikes from Monarch, Pope, Ace and Thor.

custom cruisers bedazzled with lights and
motocross machines from the ’60s and ’70s.
One room is filled with a jaw-dropping array of
bikes on loan from the Antique Motorcycle
Club of America.
Downstairs are dozens of police and military
motorcycles, including a 1964 Harley-Davidson
that Ted Doering said was in the motorcade in
Dallas when President John F. Kennedy was
assassinated. The bike was later used in the
1991 Oliver Stone film “JFK,” he added.
The interests shared by the father and son
reach beyond collecting. In 1971, they started
a w h o l e s a l e p a r t s b u s i n e s s , V- Tw i n
Manufacturing. The success of the company,
which focuses mainly on older
Harley-Davidson models, helped make it
possible for them to expand their motorcycle
acquisitions.
While Ted Doering’s passion for motorcycles
followed a considerably different path from his
father’s pursuits, he has contributed a
significant creative influence to the museum.
As a young man in the 1960s, he began
Moto Guzzi News Express
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reassembled on the
m u s e u m ’s l o w e r
level, complete with
a ticket booth that
looks as if it has just
been plucked off a
midway
in
Düsseldorf.
T
h
e
M o t o rc y c l e p e d i a
museum isn’t quite
a slick commercial
enterprise: when I
was there I shared
the space with just a
few other visitors.
Some of the
displays are works
in progress. But the
museum, like its
contents, is likely to
provoke a smile of
recognition from
anyone who’s ever
picked up a wrench or twisted a throttle. It is
suffused with affection for the machines and a
respect for the riders and engineers who built
and rode them.
“You wonder if you go in there at night,”
Gerald Doering said, “if you can hear some
ghost saying, ‘I want my bike back.’ ”
The breadth of the collection, the rarity of
m u c h o f w h a t ’s t h e re a n d t h e s h e e r
improbability of finding such a place full of
wonders on a side street in Newburgh, make it
worth the trip.

And there are some
truly primitive
machines as well,
including
a
century-old De
Dion Bouton
3 - w h e e l e r
described as the
oldest running
motorcycle in
America. The
Doerings bought it
in France in 2005,
where it had been
stored since 1907,
for $40,000.
The condition of
the bikes varies
greatly. Some look
as if they could
easily take you back
and forth to Bike
Week in Florida,
while others seem
to have been untouched for decades.
“I don’t buy bikes,” Gerald Doering said. “I
buy rust.”
The collection also includes machines radically
restyled by the legendary customizer Ed Roth,
known as Big Daddy — rolling fiberglass
sculptures of artistic significance. There is a
smattering of European and Japanese bikes,
mostly serving as the basis for customs, and a
couple of the bikes on display are built entirely
from replacement parts that the Doerings’
V-Twin company manufactured.
And then there’s the Wall of Death, a
cylindrical carnival attraction in which
daredevils raced faster and faster around a
steeply banked track, eventually achieving a
horizontal position. In earlier times, such
novelties provided a thrilling taste of danger
for the crowd watching from above.
Along the same lines, there is the Inferno der
Motoren, brought from Ger many and
Moto Guzzi News Express
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The BMW Museum offers a fascinating presentation of
the company, brand and product history of BMW. About
125 of the brand's most valuable and attractive
automobiles, motorcycles and engines are displayed on
a surface area of 5000 m². Background information on
the exhibits is provided in German and English.

Architecture and design
The museum shows BMW's technical development
throughout the company's history. It contains engines
and turbines, aircraft, motorcycles, and vehicles in a
plethora of possible variations. In addition to actual
models there are futuristic-looking, even conceptual
studies from the past 20 years.
The use of headphones and clever, often indirect
lighting, lend the exhibition a largely peaceful
atmosphere. The emphasis is on technical development
and benefits of modernity. The building blends in with
the exhibition concept.

The BMW Museum embodies the brand experience in
Munich along with the BMW Group Plant and BMW
Welt. It was founded in 1973 as one of the first ever
brand museums and was redesigned and expanded in
2008. Enjoy deep insights into the tradition, present and
future of the BMW brand.

Architecture
Known as the salad bowl or white cauldron, the silver
futuristic building was designed by the architect of the
BMW Headquarters, the Viennese professor Karl
Schwanzer.
The roughly circular base is only 20 meters in diameter,
the flat roof about 40 metres. The entrance is on the
ground floor and consists of a cloakroom (in basement)
and reception.
First, the visitor ascends on a spiral upward in the
building to visit the exhibits. Slideshows and smaller,
in-depth exhibits are located on four "islands" inside
the building.
After "looping" the actual exhibition visitors reach the
upper floor, where there are individual exhibits, a small
cinema hall and several interactive exhibits that explain
the technology further. An escalator leads visitors finally
back into the ground floor.
Moto Guzzi News Express

The first stop of the BMW Premium Tour is the BMW
Museum. Here you will find BMW company, brand and
product history showcased in a fascinating, innovative
way. Discover 125 exhibits from over 100 years of BMW
Group History.
You then visit the BMW Group Munich plant to gain a
first-hand impression of the passion and precision that
goes into producing individual automobiles. Follow the
progress of a BMW as it passes through the bodyshop
and the paintshop.
The tour ends with a walk through BMW Welt. You are
given insights into the facility's exceptional architecture
and the complex logistics of providing a vehicle
collection service for customers from all over the world,
and you get a taste of the brand experience offered by
BMW Welt.
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To architects is it a dream and at the same time a
challenge to have their own vision realized in the
neighborhood of two architectural icons of the 20th
Century - the stadium of the 1972 Olympics and the
BMW multistoried building. Prof. Wolf Prix and Helmut
Swiczinsky, architects from Coop Himmelb(l)au of Wien,
succeeded with their project in an international
competition back in year 2001.

This to understand the ideas from which the
BMW-World project sprouted. A place meant as a
factory outlet, but one where organize events and
conventions, too.
The building complex, approx. 130m broad, 180m wide
and 28m high, doesn’t reveal itself spontaneously
neither to the technically experienced, nor to the
visually talented visitors. In fact, 73,000 sqm, roughly
60% of the gross total area, are under the road level.
However, significant are the wavy shaped roof edge and
the glazed double cone clinging at the entrance;
completely in the sense of corporate identity.
The most spectacular construction unit of the
BMW-World is without doubt the double cone. Its
futuristic appearance comes from the axis inclination
and the torsion of the lateral surfaces. With the right
lighting, it almost looks like an asymmetric clepsydra.
The lower cone diameter is 35m long. The structure
then narrows into a throttling with an 18m diameter, at
about 12m high.
The double cone enlarges again above, to a 44 m
diameter where it ends with a ring-like beam through
which connects to the roof, that here is funnel shaped.
The lateral surface of the double cone measures about
2839 sqm and has a structure consisting of triangular
spaces made by steel profiles, differing one from
another. The steel profiles, hollow inside, are heated by
a Gartner façade system. Indeed, water is the same
mean used to heat them in the winter and cool in the
summer, while it is useless to look at the façade
searching for signs unveiling the presence of radiators.

Both well known in the professional world as exponents
of Deconstructivism, they drafted a project which sets a
standard for the architecture of the century lying before
us. The Studio is part of a movement, also known as
“Austrian Phenomenon”, whose representatives, in the
70's 60's, set provocative architecture in relationship
with social problems. In the words of Professor Wolf
Prix, “an architecture featuring not only open spaces but
also open minds”.
Moto Guzzi News Express
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interior. It is a “tri-dimensional passage” where all
events-dedicated areas look exclusives. Car delivery, so
far a profane moment, becomes a lasting experience,
almost mystic. The customers have to emotionally
identify with the automobile brand – be advertising
vehicles. Those who get a car and the visitors have the
chance to live firsthand the world of the “Bavarian
Motor Artwork” and witness research, development,
design, production and technology of the BMW brand
and be fascinated.

The hollow profiles even host the fire extinguishing
system and lighting wires.
The lower cone is covered with tempered glass with 8
mm thickness, 16 mm interstice and with semi-tempered
glass. The upper cone glass sheets have the same
dimensions; anyway, security laminated glasses have
been used here, obliging to the regulations in the field.
A protection from solar beams made of drilled stainless
steel panes, have been installed in front of some glass
walls of the double cone, at a distance of 600 mm. They
complete the triangular spaces not glazed. The
remaining part of the glass wall making the façade, is
either directly framed on the beams, or hinged to the
clamps. This way, external glass surfaces have low levels
of thermal dispersion and maintain temperatures within
widely acceptable levels.
Total integration with renewable energetic sources is a
no brainer choice for an architecture projected to the
future. A photovoltaic system takes about 6.300 sqm of
the total 16.500 sqm roof surface and, because of its
curved shape, a special substructure integrating into the
rooftop the single separated modular panes, has been
created.

At the “Technology Atelier”, visitors can enjoy a preview
of the automotive future, with insights on coming

The external aspect of the BMW-World looks as
exceptional to the casual observer as extraordinary is its
Moto Guzzi News Express
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At a glance:
Owner: Bayerische Motoren Werke AG, Munich
Architect and master planning: Coop Himmelb(l)au, Prix
& Swiczinsky & Dreibholz ZT GmbH, Wien
Construction supervisor: Schmidt Stumpf Frühauf and
Partner, Munich
Facade consultation: Emmer Pfenninger Partner AG,
Munich Stone Switzerland
max. building length: approx. 180 m
max. building width: approx. 130 m
min. building width: approx. 50 m
min. building height: approx. 28 m
Total building glass facade: approx. 73.000 sqm = 100%
above ground: approx. 28.500 sqm = 40%
below ground: approx. 44.500 sqm = 60%
Number of levels „Projectiles“: 7
Escavation: Surface Area approx. 15.579 sqm,
210 m long, 40–120 m broad, 14 m deep
Roof Area: 16.500 sqm
Lateral surface of the double cone: 2839 sqm

technical developments, like low environmental impact
engines (i.e. hydrogen or electrical).
“Junior Campus” is a two floored area of the
BMW-World, conceived with particular regards of
children and young, where it is possible to “play” with
the car. Here, without admonishing, technology
becomes experience and knowledge is spread around,
even giving advices to address future professional
choices.
A significant part of this center is the “BMW-World
Forum”, a multipurpose area dedicated to events, from
the hall meant for conferences or new products
presentations to exclusive banquets. Maximum flexibility
and adaptability is the mantra. This area is rounded up
with many food and beverages booths with either inner
or outer terraces, able to satisfy any request: from a
quick bite at a snack bar to the relaxed dinner at a
restaurant.
Visiting Munich will be even more appealing after the
opening of the new BMW-World and the renovation of
the old BMW-Museum...and not just for the hard core
fans of the BMW brand.
Moto Guzzi News Express
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Peter Nettesheim’s BMW Motorcycle Museum
Huntington, N.Y.
Acquiring the older bikes and needed replacement
parts requires a bit of traveling on Peter’s part, and while
Germany has been the best source of finding these
machines, he’s found some rare examples in Poland as
well. None of his bikes have been found in the U.S.

Meet the American who is devoting himself to the
restoration of classic BMW motorcycles.

Peter is primarily interested in finding and restoring
prewar bikes. The ones he’s restored are all in pristine
running condition, most of them ready for use, batteries
charged, gas tanks full, and licensed and insured for
road use at any time. A favorite for just riding around is
his early 1950s type R25/3. More than 47,000 of these
bikes were made by BMW, but very few have survived.
One of the more unusual bikes in his collection is a
BMW R75. Made for the German military in World War
II, it saw duty in Africa on the eastern front. Equipped
with a 26hp engine, it features a high and low
transmission with a locking differential routing power to
the sidecar’s wheel. A period-correct German MG-34
machine gun is mounted on the front of the sidecar.
Capable of pulling a cannon or a wagon, the R75 was
ideally suited for use in rough terrain.

Peter Nettesheim on his 1923 BMW R32,
the cornerstone of his collection
of classic BMW motorcycles.
In a quiet neighborhood east of New York City, Peter
Nettesheim has assembled 50 BMW motorcycles and
cars representing his dedication to the brand.

Working alone in his shop, Peter conducts his own
restorations, and maintaining his machines in good
operating condition consumes most of his spare time.
Ask him how he does it and he’ll tell you, "I don’t watch
very much T.V."

A German might use the word "gemütlichkeit,"
meaning warm and cozy (but connoting a sense of
belonging and acceptance), to describe the bright and
cheerful atmosphere in the elegant, climate-controlled
building Peter constructed to hold his collection.
Together with the bikes and cars are an abundance of
blue and white BMW emblems, posters and glass cases
filled with miniature models and other valuable BMW
related items. There are bike engines hanging at eye
level, and a 50ft wall anchors Peter’s work benches.
Cabinets below the benches hold a cache of spare
parts, plus tools and measuring instruments. Three
restored BMW cars also occupy the display area.

In recognition of the excellence of Peter’s work, The
Motorcycle Hall of Fame Museum in Pickerington, Ohio,
has displayed seven examples of his restored BMWs
over the years.

Peter’s interest in BMW motorcycles came after studying
BMW motorcycle design and layout, long
acknowledged as a classic example of sound
mechanical engineering and simplicity. Collecting and
restoring BMWs has occupied much of Peter’s spare
time during the past 28 years. While much of his
collection consists of restored examples of pre-1945
bikes made by BMW, the collection spans more than 80
years of BMW motorcycle production.
Moto Guzzi News Express
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American Motorcycle
Police Museum

New England
Motorcycle Museum

We are thrilled to be open now for our 5th
season in beautiful Meredith, New Hampshire.
We have over eighty motorcycles and have
expanded our collection to include hill
climbers, race machines, choppers and
beautiful original paint bikes from past
decades. We are a private museum.
In the early years of motorcycling, it was the
police and racers who heralded the thrill and
mystique of riding these two wheeled
machines. Manufacturers used thrilling police
chases and daredevil races heavily in their
advertising and sales brochures. We are the
only museum in this country and possibly in
the world that features this rich and
courageous history. We are only caretakers of
these machines as we preserve them for
generations to come.

An amazing destination in the making. Ken
Kaplan and a crew of almost 30 employees
have been working on the Hockanum Mill in
Rockville CT.

americanpolicemotorcyclemuseum.com

What used to be a textile mill, is now going to
be a spectacular museum of stunning vintage
motorcycles and other attractions. It is soon to
be a great destination for a family night out, or
a place to get lunch and entertainment with
your friends.
Visitors will find a vintage motorcycle
restaurant, microbrewery, outdoor mini-bike
track, showroom, cycle shop, campground, live
music, and much more.
Their goal is to preserve the motorcyclist’s passion, through a unique world class
exhibit built from a fine collection of
motorcycles and historical objects from around
the world.
newenglandmotorcyclemuseum.org
Moto Guzzi News Express
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Explore BMW History
at Bob’s BMW

L’épopée
de la Moto

A unique feature of Bob’s BMW that we love to
boast about is the magnificent on-site Vintage
Museum. The Museum is open to the public
anytime the store is open, and is FREE to
explore.

Located along the majestic St. Lawrence River,
L’ÉPOPÉE DE LA MOTO is the first motorcycling museum in Quebec and has, since it’s
opening, acquired an enviable reputation
among motorcyclists in Québec. Since
opening in June 2003, they have welcomed
more than 30,000 visitors.
The Museum is the property of brothers
François and Jean Gagnon and is the fruit of a
long-standing passion shared by both brothers
who have been collecting motorcycles for over
30 years. Their goal is to assemble a collection
containing specimens from each period.
Today, their exceptional collection contains
140 motorcycles, mopeds and scooters, of
which 100 are currently on display.
With any luck, you will run into the model you
had (or whished for!) when you were 18… the
one you never forgot!
The entire team is dedicated to collecting,
conserving and displaying all facets of the
history of motorcycling in Quebec. The
Gagnon brothers’ hope is that their Museum
will become the keeper of Quebec
motorcycling history, as well as a choice
destination for summer travellers.
We look forward to having you visit our
fascinating exhibits and enjoy the lovely
scenery of the Chaudière-Appalaches country
roads.
Happy trails!
L’Épopée de la Moto
309, de Gaspé Ouest (132 road)
Saint-Jean-Port-Joli (Québec) G0R 3G0
(418) 598-1333
collectionepopee@globetrotter.net
www.EpopeeDeLaMoto.com
Moto Guzzi News Express

The history of BMW motorcycles comes to life
as you walk through the stunning collection of
classic BMWs and Steib sidecars housed in the
Vintage Museum. There are currently around
30 bikes and 5 sidecars on display, the oldest
being an original, un-restored 1925 R32, which
was BMW’s first production model. Visitors will
also see one-of-kind race bikes, rare antiques,
a 30+ year-old “Slash 5” model that has never
been ridden, and another one with over
600,000 miles on it! All major periods of
BMW’s illustrious past are represented, with
informative text to help enliven the story.
Additionally, showcases feature hundreds of
rare parts and accessories, trophies, curious
collectibles, BMW toys, and scale models.
There is even a fabulous archive of BMW
advertising art and literature displayed
throughout the concourse. Frequent visitors
say they discover something new with every
visit!
www.bobsbmw.com/home/vintage-museum
10720 Guilford Road
Jessup, MD
301-497-8949
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HOPKINS COLLECTION
MOTORCYCLE MUSEUM

Dreamcycle
Motorcycle Museum

Home of the World's Fastest BMW Motorcycle
This private museum houses an eclectic mix
of Bavarian Motor Works motorcycles,
memorabilia, art, advertising items, rare
autographs, and race memorabilia, as well
as one of the largest collections of original,
vintage BMW motorcycle photographs in the
United States.
Jim Hopkins
Baltimore/Washngton D.C. area

The Dreamcycle Motorcycle Museum is
located on the south side of the Trans-Canada
Highway east of the small town of Sorrento in
British Columbia, and opened May 12, 2012.
Owned by Mark Lane, it is well worth a visit if
you are lucky enough to be in the area. The
hours vary with the season and are updated on
their web site, and the admission is $10 which
includes the audio tour guide,

hawkstooth@verizon.net
www.hopkinsbmwmuseum.com
This museum is a privately-owned collection of
BMW motorcycles and memorabilia. Use the
contact page on the website or the email
above to arrange a visit.

The growing collection has a broad selection
of roughly 85 British, European, American and
Japanese motorcycles currently on display,
ranging in years from 1924 through to 2002,
with plans to increase this to be 100 machines.
Behind the display area there is viewing access
to the very well equipped restoration shop
having additional machines being prepared for
display.
There is a well stocked gift shop which features
motorcycle themed items from suppliers local
to the area. And just behind the gift shop is a
small theatre with seating for about twenty
visitors, where short video clips featuring
motorcycle races and related topics can be
viewed.
During the summer, every second and fourth
Friday of the month is a motorcycle drive-in
with a BBQ featured between 6:30 and 9 PM.

Moto Guzzi News Express
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Solvang Vintage
Motorcycle Museum

The Deeley Exhibition
In British Columbia

The Deeley Exhibition is a collection of over
250 motorcycles representing more than 50
manufacturers.

Located a couple of blocks south of the
Solvang Village Square, in the town of Solvang
which is and only a short drive north of Los
Angeles in California, the Solvang Vintage
Motorcycle Museum is owned by Virgil Elings
who has been collecting motorcycles for
roughly twenty years.

Located in Burnaby BC, it is probably the
largest single collection in Canada. At any
given time a small subset of machines from the
collection are featured in themed displays, so
if you are planning a visit it is worth checking
the Exhibition's website to see what is
currently on view.

The collection tends toward racing machines,
but has a wide range of motorcycles which
range from 1910 through to the 1990's - in
total about 100 machines. The display of
machines is changed often and if you ask
nicely you may be allowed to see the bikes
being prepared for display in the shop/storage
area. My personal favourite was the 1957
Gilera, followed closely by the 1995 Britten,
but there really is something there for
everyone !

Since moving to its current location in 2007,
four different themed displays have been
offered: 'Classic Harley Davidson'; 'End of
Empire' - about the collapse of the British
motorcycle industry;
'Made in America' covering the history of the industry in North
America from 1895 to current day; and 'Cycles
and Cinema'.

The museum is open on weekends, but if you
call ahead or drop by the management offices
they are happy to offer one-on-one tours. The
day we visited, we had the entire museum to
ourselves.

The site also features a convention and
conference centre, as well as offering private
functions and tours.
Basic adult admission is $10 - check their web
site to see group rates, confirm hours of
operation, current display and the location and
contact information, or send an email to

The town of Solvang also hosts one of the
largest gatherings of Nimbus motorcycles,
held during Danish Days each year in late
September and as well there are many fine
wineries in the area to be visited and enjoyed.
Moto Guzzi News Express

info@DeeleyMotorcycleExhibition.ca
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Chateau de Bosc
Motorcycle Museum

Dale’s Wheel through
time

On July 4th, 2002 Wheels Through Time
Museum became a reality when it opened its
38,000 square foot facility in Maggie Valley,
North Carolina.

Art and Motorbikes
From 1998 to 2001 the famous Guggenheim
Museum organised an exhibition « Art and
Motorbikes » which was so successful that the
museum received more visitors than it did
during the former contemporary art
exhibitions.

Now in its 15th year of operation, the facility
features one of the world’s premier collections
of Vintage American Transportation, guiding
visitors through the evolution of American
motorcycling and automotive history.

The challenge was important : can motorbikes
be considered as pieces of art ? The answer
was undoubtedly yes! The motorbikes
displayed had been chosen on the only
esthetical criteria.

The museum has attracted worldwide media
attention and brought hundreds of thousands
of visitors to Maggie Valley, North Carolina
from all over the globe.

Claude Reynaud's collection – made of about
thirty motorbikes – introduces several
machines comparable to the ones shown in
Guggenheim Museum : Majestic, 4 Cylinders
FN, 1000 Vincent, MV4, Harley Davidson,
Honda Four, Indian...

Wheels Through Time Museum is home to the
world’s premier collection of rare American
motorcycles, memorabilia, and a distinct array
of unique “one-off” American automobiles.
Located just 5 miles off the Blue Ridge
Parkway in Maggie Valley, North Carolina our
museum houses a collection of over 300 rare
machines.

Here at Chateau de Bosc you won't find
boring lines of machines, but rather a fine
selection that corresponds to the criteria of
beauty, history and also rarity.

62 Vintage Lane
Maggie Valley, North Carolina 28751

651 chemin du Bosc
RN100 30390 Domazan

Tel: (828) 926-6266

Tél. 04 66 57 65 11

Email: info@wheelsthroughtime.com

GPS N 43° 56' 50'' E 4° 40' 4''
Moto Guzzi News Express
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Vintage Cycle Room Motorcycle Museum
A Wisconsin collector named Carlo Krause, who with
wife Ingrid and son Sven already created the Midwest
Microcar Museum in Mazomanie, Wis. Krause’s
Microcar museum already included some very rare and
fine examples of the classic bikes, but his interest in
motorcycles has led to the creation of a separate
museum less than a block away in Mazomanie.
Though the Vintage Cycle Room, as it is known, has
only been in the creation phase for about a year, the
Krauses have already stocked the facility with 24
as-new, seldom-seen vintage European cold-war era
bikes. In addition to the motorcycles, the Vintage Cycle
Room features displays of advertising art, period
photographs and other display items Ingrid has
organized, framed and hung to complement the bikes.
In a special display area, Ingrid has created a diorama
complete with an East German-uniformed manikin
astride a 1980 150cc MZ police bike in a setting
representing the Berlin Wall, complete with barbed
wire. Across from the MZ display is another military
bike, a 1974 Dniepr MT12 (Russia).

1980 MZ East German Berlin Wall Bike

Microcar Museum has an example of and many other
rarer and even more technically exotic machines, as
well.

The other bikes are displayed in an open floor plan
manner that allows museum guests to get close to the
bikes and examine them from all angles.

For example, the 1955 Messershmitt KR 200, a
three-wheel vehicle arranged similar to the Can-Am
Spyder. Unlike the Spyder the KR200 has a clear fighter
plane style canopy derived from the German company’s
aeronautic history. The “KR” designation stands for
kabinreller, meaning scooter with a cab.

The inventory includes models from Victoria, Miele,
DKW, Heinkel, Göricke, Hercules, Radex, NSU,
(Germany), Jawa (Czechoslovakia), Puch (Austria),
Valmobile, Velosolex (France), Gilera, Biondi folding
motorcycle (Italy) an 18cc Lohmann diesel bicycle
motor (Germany) and even an uncommon Honda P50.

Powered by a 10 horsepower, 191cc single cylinder
Fichtel-Sachs two-stroke engine, it weighs only 230kg
(507 lbs.) and has a transmission with four speeds
forward and four in reverse. The two-seat monocoque
body has a single gull-wing style door that lifts the
entire canopy and part of the body. The cockpit with
tandem seating clearly shows the Messershmitt’s
aviation heritage .

Ingrid Krause indicted there are at least seven more
uncommon bikes soon to be added to the collection.
She also hinted at an addition they’d like to make.
The Midwest Microcar Museum is also a must-see for
motorcyclists touring the southern Wisconsin area. The
microcar arose out of necessity in post-WWII Europe
due to lingering shortages of materials for manufacture,
high costs and low wages. The microcar became the
low-cost alternative to motorcycles and scooters, but
many microcars are at least part motorcycle in that they
used motorcycle engines and transmission packages.

There is no admission charge for either the Vintage
Cycle Room or the Midwest Microcar Museum,
though donations are welcome. They are open on
selected days and by appointment. Group tours are
invited, as well. Learn more about the Vintage Cycle
Room and Midwest Microcar Museum.
With the two museums so close together, seeing both
on your next tour through the upper Midwest makes a
stop in Mazomanie, a convenient, international
experience!

Microcars fare best in low-speed urban environments
and few were imported to the U.S., so they are
uncommon at best. One of the best known microcars
was BMW’s popular Isetta, which the Midwest
Moto Guzzi News Express
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The Top 10 Motorcycle
Museums in the USA

Trying to go for a theme while you're planning your road trip this season? Here's one: Think about hitting up these
shrines to two-wheel culture along the way, especially if you're doing a multiday marathon tour-it'll be more
interesting for you and your riding buddies.

Barber Vintage Motorsports Museum
Birmingham, Alabama

The Solvang Vintage Motorcycle Museum
Solvang, California

George Barber wanted to preserve motorcycle history in
the United States, but his focus was on rigs that actually
run. First, racebikes were hauled in (and routinely
campaigned around the U.S. so they could be enjoyed)
and restored in-house, then Barber expanded to
production streetbikes as well, and now the collection
boasts more than 900 motorcycles and a substantial
number of race cars in vintages ranging from 1904 to
current-year production.
barbermuseum.org
205.699.7275

This hidden gem near Santa Barbara shelters a nice
assortment of vintage and rare bikes. The broad
collection offers something for everyone, but the
emphasis is really on racing motorcycles. You'll find
names like BMW, Ducati, Moto Guzzi, Norton, Triumph
and Vincent represented within. The museum rotates
some of the bikes each month so that the displays are
constantly changing and expanding. For an
après-viewing adrenaline rush, continue along the
high-flying San Marcos Pass just east of the museum.
motosolvang.com
805.686.9522

AMA Motorcycle Hall Of Fame Museum
Pickerington, Ohio

The Rocky Mountain Motorcycle Museum
Colorado Springs, Colorado

As you'd guess, the Motorcycle Hall of Fame Museum is
all about the history of motorcycling, but those who
built the sport-folks like Dick Mann and Craig Vetter-get
their due, too. You'll find a wealth of bikes inside and
more than 200 motorcyclists enshrined in the
Motorcycle Hall of Fame. Opening this summer is an
exhibit honoring motorcycle designer Arlen Ness.
There's some good riding in the area, too.
Motorcyclemuseum.org
Moto Guzzi News Express

The Rocky Mountain Motorcycle Museum and Hall of
Fame houses more than 70 restored vintage and
antique Indians, Harley-Davidsons, Excelsiors, Hondas
and Triumphs. Unlike most "halls of fame," though, the
Rocky Mountain outfit focuses on everyday
people-indi-viduals who have dedicated their lives to
motorcycling. As its brochure states, "The true pioneers
of motorcycling heritage are often times the common
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man." If you're feeling more than common, you can ride
up to Pikes Peak just outside of town via Highway 24.
719.487.8005

toys). While you're in the neighborhood, be sure to
swing by J&P; Cycle's massive warehouse and retail
complex just up the road (its annual open house is June
28) or jump on the Grant Wood Scenic Byway for a blast
to the Mississippi River, just 60 miles to the east.
nationalmcmuseum.com
jpcycles.com

Wheels Through Time
Maggie Valley, North Carolina
A must-have experience if you're anywhere on the
central East Coast. Dale Walksler's shrine to vintage
transportation includes more than 250 rare antique
motorcycles exhibited in fascinating period displays,
and if you're lucky you might catch Walksler firing one
up for a sprint down the road. The museum is open 360
days a year, and best of all, it's located right in the
middle of a series of winding mountain roads in western
North Carolina.
wheelsthroughtime.com

Owls Head Transportation Museum
Owl's Head, Maine
This operation says it celebrates transportation
history-but you don't have to be a car buff or plane nut
to enjoy its charms. It has an extraordinary collection of
cars, motorcycles, bikes and planes, displayed in a
hangarlike building at the edge of the Knox County
Airport. Look for the early Harley-Davidson and the
sleek '29 Rolls-Royce Phantom. Best of all the museum
is situated just a stone's throw from the creaky
lighthouses and hidden bays of scenic U.S. Route 1.
Cup of chowder, anyone?
ohtm.org

Kersting's Cycle Center
North Judson, Indiana
The cigar-store Indian that greets you outside the main
entrance of Jim Kersting's collection is a clue that you're
in America's heartland. As such, this grass-roots shrine
provides not just a nice break from the hustle and bustle
of the big city but also a surprisingly vast array of classic
two-wheelers. Kersting has more than 60 antique bikes
on display, and with a fresh battery and a couple of
kicks, most of his bikes will still run.
kerstingscycle.com
574.896.3172

Harley-Davidson Museum
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
It's not open just yet, but the Harley-Davidson Museum
promises to be the Biggest Daddy of them all. The press
release reads predictably enough-the H-D Museum will
"celebrate the rich history of the Company, the passion
of its riders, the stories of the employees and much
more," but on paper, the 130,000-square-foot space
next to the Menomonee River sure seems well thought
out. The 20-acre complex is scheduled to open its doors
this summer;
h-d.com

The Shop
Ventura, California
If you're into American bikes, The Shop's your place.
The joint stocks Indian, Harley-Davidson, Crocker and
Henderson Motorcycle parts and can also get parts for
many other American-made motorcycles. Naturally the
décor is funky-it's been described as an odd blend of
industrial carpet, art deco and redwood latticework
filled with motorcycle esoterica. There's even a
museum with vintage U.S. metal inside. After a visit to
the shop, treat yourself to a sweet ride up Highway 33
to Ojai for lunch.
Cycleshop.com

National Motorcycle Museum
Anamosa, Iowa
You'll roll through acres of undulating cornfields to get
to this extensive collection of vintage motorcycles,
photographs, posters, postcards and all manner of
motorcycle memorabilia (plus a cool stash of antique
Moto Guzzi News Express
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GPS
46° 19’ 33” N.
-81° 49’ 46” W
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Location: 









Municipal campground
146 Lower Beverly Lake Park Road, 
Delta On K0E 1G0
(44° 36.480'N / 75° 07.700'W)

Rally Fee:  

$10.00/person

Camping cost: 







is extra and can be booked at
the Lower Beverly Lake Campground
Tel:  (613) 928-2881
Email: bevlake@ripnet.com

We have a road run, bike games, chicken BBQ and dance
and show & shine is Sunday morning.

Please, please, please pre-register. It helps us make it better for you.

Moto Guzzi News Express
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